
 

Managing CLT Challenges 

The CLT faces two broad categories of challenges: 
• TIME DEMANDS. There are 3 distinct “crunch” periods: getting started with the new Class and 

closing out the current Class in the Spring (March), working with Session Day teams throughout the 
year, and the following January/February when many “infrastructure” issues need to be organized 
even as many Session Days are underway. 

 
• LEADING THE CLASS. While meeting and working with members of several Classes is a highlight 

of being on the CLT, not surprisingly, with 40+ participants, the Class will bring you a host of 
questions and situations. 

 
 

Key Ways to Manage These Challenges 
 

TIME DEMANDS 
 

• Session Day preparation is the largest time demand. Refining the Session Day Planning 
Handbook and Calendar will significantly ease your work later. These materials provide 
guidelines and establish expectations for the Session Day Teams, let you hold them accountable, 
and make the CLT role clear. Selecting the right Team Leader can make a real difference. 

• Non-Session Day event planning can take a lot of time. Consider conserving your efforts by 
relying on procedures from past successes. Duplicate as much as possible (but make any changes 
you want). 

• CLT Meetings: Drive as much activity to regularly scheduled CLT meetings rather than ad	
hoc ones. 
Develop well in advance and maintain a detailed CLT Calendar. Any meetings required over 
the summer can work well as teleconferences. Agree on a regular schedule at the beginning of 
the class season and make it a priority to attend all meetings. 

• GNL Board and other GNL activities represent a relatively small time commitment, while 
providing insight into the entire organization and exposure to people from other Classes. 

 
LEADING THE CLASS 
 

• Set and articulate expectations and repeat throughout. Address immediately when not met. 
• Monitor attendance; reasons for missing sessions; arriving late/departing early. 
• Create an environment that allows all Class members to meet each other. On each Session Day, 

structure opportunities for Class Members to interact and build a positive Class/GNL 
experience. 

• As a CLT member, be positive at all times. Class Members pick up on whether you enjoy the 
role or not which will affect your recruiting for the CLT and the success of the Session Day. 

• Address Class Member interpersonal issues immediately. Meet in person rather than through 
email for controversial discussions related to individual situations or Teams. 

 
These two challenges are compounded in working with Session Day Teams. Aim for a balance of maintaining 
quality/consistency AND empowering the Team. Everything does NOT have to be perfect! 

 


